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Abstract

Haze, fog, and bad weather conditions occur often in daily life. In these scattering media environments,
micro-particles interfere with light propagation and image formation. Images captured in these conditions
will suffer from low contrast and loss of intensity, hindering many computer vision methods. Thus, many
approaches attempt to estimate the corresponding clear scene before processing the image further. However,
the image formation model in scattering media shows that the 3D distance information is encoded implicitly
in image intensities. In this paper, we provide a systematic review on methods to estimate relative depth
and explicit depth directly from scattering media images. We use a dataset consisting of synthesized
hazy images with known ground truths to establish accuracy, as well as real hazy images for a general
visual analysis. For the accuracy evaluation, we demonstrate transmission estimation using statistical
priors obtaining an average SSIM of 0.411 and MAE of 1.004; and depth map estimation using deep
networks with an average SSIM of 0.305 and MAE of 0.860. Furthermore, for additional visual analysis,
we also present the distance estimation for real hazy and underwater images of which we have no ground truth.
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1. Introduction

3D distance estimation is a crucial step in com-
puter vision applications to understand the structure
of a captured scene. Many works have attempted
to estimate the depth of a scene using either stereo
pairs of images, monocular single images, or a com-
bination of both [1]. While 3D distance estimation
from stereo images has been studied extensively, the
monocular approach is much more difficult.

In the case of single monocular images, most
applications require geometric features from the im-
age to aid the information extraction process [2]. In
this effort, it is usually assumed that the image was
captured in clear media, resulting in a clear image
with distinct edges and objects, such as shown in
Fig. 1a. However, in some cases, this assumption
does not hold. In scattering media environments,
the surrounding media will contain micro-particles
that hinder light propagation. The interaction of
light and micro-particles will cause scattering and
absorption of light. As a result, the images captured
by the camera in scattering media will not be good
representation of the real scene. The captured images

(a) Clear Image (b) Hazy Image

Figure 1. Examples of scattering media images

will present with low image quality, compromising
the features necessary to extract information [3].

Images captured in environments such as fog,
smoke, or light rain are often also referred to as
hazy images. In these environments, the captured
image suffer from low contrast, loss of detail, and
the entire image displays a veiling effect with a
white hue [4, 5]. Fig. 1b shows an example of
images captured in these conditions. In scattering
media environments, the appearance of the scene
are severely compromised, making the features nec-
essary for computer vision methods very difficult
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to find. To overcome this issue, most methods try
to approximate a corresponding clear image before
extracting its distance information [6, 7].

The physical process of scattering shows that the
scattering effects actually contain valuable distance
information. Thus, there is a significant amount of
potential information that can be extracted directly
from scattering effects, instead of treating them as
noise. If so, the additional process of estimating
a clear image can be bypassed completely. In this
paper, we provide a systematic review comprising
of various methods that can demonstrate the poten-
tial 3D distance information of relative depth and
explicit depth maps from single hazy images. Specif-
ically, we show the implementation of statistical
priors to estimate relative depth, and deep networks
to estimate explicit depth.

2. Images in Scattering Media

Scattering media environments are very different
from their clear counterparts. In scattering media,
there are micro-particles in the surrounding media
which effect light propagation and as a result, image
capture. Images captured in scattering media will
thus show a very different appearance as well.

2.1. Image Appearance

In the hazy image in Fig. 1b we can observe
the appearance of scattering media images. These
images contain blurring effects, additive scattering
noise, veiling effects, detail occlusion, loss of inten-
sity, and low contrast.

Blurring effects occur when the image sensor
at a certain pixel location receives a stimulus from
more than one light ray [8]. In scattering media, the
micro-particles in the environment will interfere with
travelling light by altering their path [4, 5]. This is
called scattering. These additional stray light rays
are then captured by the camera causing blurring.
The scattered light will then manifest in the image
a veiling effect that obscures the scene. In hazy
conditions, this veiling effect appears with a whitish
hue. This veiling effect may be dominant in some
local areas and the pixel intensity becomes saturated,
occluding image details [9].

As explained in Section 1, the scattering media
environment also causes absorption. The absorption
reduces the intensity of the original image intensities
from the scene that is able to arrive at the camera.
Information on the color, edges, and shape of ob-
jects in scene are diminished by the time the light
is captured. The loss of detail combined with the
additive scattering noise represents an overall loss of

intensity and contrast. This is significant as contrast
is a basic perceptual attribute of an image carrying
significant information [10].

2.2. Image Formation Model

The physical process of scattering and absorp-
tion is illustrated in Fig. 2. The image formation
model used to approximate this process is based on
the atmospheric scattering model [11]. In order to
simplify the model, the scattering media is assumed
to be homogeneous with a relatively low density
[7].This assumption is reasonable for most natural
settings in light weather conditions and non-murky
natural bodies of water. The image captured in hazy
conditions can be written as follows:

I = J.t+A(1− t) (1)

where, J is the original intensity, A is the airlight
and t is the transmission of the surrounding media.

Figure 2. Image formation in scattering media.

The image formation model in Eq.(1) encapsu-
lates both the scattering and absorption processes in
scattering media environments. The left hand term
describes the proportion of the original scene that
successfully arrives at the camera after being subject
to absorption, while the right hand term describes the
additive scattering effects in the image.

2.3. Airlight and Transmission

The light propagation and image formation
model in Section 2.2 introduces two new terms
specific to scattering media images, namely airlight
and transmission.

In scattering media, there is the aggregation of
stray intensities from the light source and the scatter-
ing media. This represents is the color of the ambient
light in the surrounding media, and is called airlight
A [12]. The exact color of airlight in every scene
differs based on the conditions and components of
the surrounding media, as mentioned in Section 1.
In natural hazy images, it is assumed that airlight
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is saturated at areas with the furthest distance ≈ ∞
in natural outdoor scenes. These areas usually cor-
respond with the areas of the background, or sky,
in natural images. As an illustration, Fig. 3 shows
an example of airlight areas in an scene, outlined in
red.

The term transmission refers to the amount of
light able to pass through the media, which is largely
affected by the type of scattering media involved.
In the event of image capture, the amount of any
light intensity arriving at the camera will only be a
fraction of the original intensity due to attenuation.
Based on the Beer-Lambert law, transmission t can
be written as follows:

t = e−β.d (2)

where β is the scattering coefficient of the media,
and d is the distance to the camera.

Figure 3. An example of a scene and its airlight areas
outlined in red.

3. 3D Information from Scattering

The scattering effects in scattering media images
are often treated as additive noise, and removed
prior to any processing. However, based on Eq.(1),
it is clear that the scattering effects themselves may
carry important distance information. The captured
image intensity is a direct function of 3D distance
d, as shown in Eq.(2). This distance denotes the
position of objects from camera, which is crucial
for establishing the 3D structure of the scene. In
this section, we will discuss the potential informa-
tion that can potentially be extracted from scattering
media images.

In the attempt to understand the 3D structure of
the scene, it is ideal to obtain the exact values of
distance. However, the exact value of explicit 3D
depth d is very difficult to extract from a single
hazy image I itself. For some computer vision ap-
plications, it may be sufficient to understand relative
depth in the form of transmission t. We will review
some potential methods to extract the relative depth
in Section 3.1 and methods for extracting explicit
depth in Section 3.2, such as shown in Fig. 4.

3.1. Relative Depth from Statistical Priors

The image formation model in scattering media
presented in Section 2.2 show an inverse relation
between intensity and depth. The image formation
equation involves various unknown variables, so ad-
ditional constraints are necessary. From Eq.(1) and
Eq.(2) we attempt to exact this information using
assumptions from statistical priors.

The Dark Channel Prior (DCP) was proposed
based on observations of the general appearance of
natural hazy images by He, et al. [13]. The work
found that in patches of non-sky regions of natural
hazy images, we can find dark pixels with very low
intensity ≈ 0 in at least 1 image channel R, G, or
B. This dark channel JDCP is present in any clear
image J as follows:

JDCP (x) = min
s∈{R,G,B}

(
min
y∈Ω(x)

(
Js(y)

))
(3)

where x denotes the pixel location in the image, and
Ω(x) denotes the local patch of pixels centered at x.

Based on the DCP principle, the dark channel
will be very low (JDCP ≈ 0) only in clear natural
images. However, in hazy images the dark channel
will have higher intensities due to the additional
scattered airlight. Thus, the the value of JDCP will
grow proportionally with the amount of additional
scattering effects, which in turn increases with the
distance from the camera. Thus, DCP can be used
as an indicator of relative depth which can give a
general 3D structure of the scene.

Conversely, Eq.(2) shows that transmission is
inversely proportional to 3D depth, and hence can
be used to indicate relative the position of objects.
Relative depth is a useful cue for understanding the
general structure of the scene. An example of a scene
and its corresponding transmission map is shown in
Fig. 5a and 5b.

It is possible to use DCP to estimate transmission
t from a scattering media image [13]. This derivation
assumes the airlight A is known, and that the t is
constant in the local patch Ω. From Eq.(1), we divide
each term with airlight A, apply a minimum opera-
tion on patch Ω and another minimum operation on
each channel, arriving at:

min
s∈{R,G,B}

(
min

y∈Ω(x)

( Is

As

))
= t̂.min

s

(
min

y∈Ω(x)

( Js

As

))
+(1−t̂)

(4)
Based on the DCP in Eq.(3), the first term on the

right of is roughly equal to 0 (≈ 0), which allows us
to estimate transmission based on DCP as follows:

t̂DCP = 1− min
s∈{R,G,B}

(
min
y∈Ω(x)

(Is(y)

As
))

(5)
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Figure 4. The flowchart of processes necessary to estimate relative depth (transmission) or explicit depth.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5. An example of a scene (a), transmission (b),
and depth map (c).

Note that both DCP and transmission based on
DCP will not give us values that represent the exact
distance in units, but only a relative structure of
depth. Assuming a wavelength-dependent scattering
coefficient β, it is possible to estimate the direct
depth d from the estimated transmission t̂ in Eq.(1),
given the scattering coefficient β is known. Unfor-
tunately, the β coefficient is rarely known. Further-
more, β also varies greatly depending on the media,
and the large variation of values makes this a poor
general solution for scattering media images.

3.2. Depth Map Estimation using Deep
Networks

In previous works, the transmission as described
in Section 3.1 is used for dehazing, to recover the
clear scene from the hazy image [12, 14]. The ex-
traction of explicit 3D information in the form of a
depth map is a much more complicated task. Due
to the ambiguity, it is very difficult to map a single
hazy image input to a corresponding depth map. An
example of a scene and its corresponding depth map
is shown in Fig. 5a and 5c.

To facilitate this level of image understanding
from single images, it is necessary to extract higher
level features [15]. In recent years, there have been
many researches on deep learning networks for de-

hazing hazy images to their clear scenes [16–18].
There have been deep learning approaches that at-
tempt to extract depth directly from images, but
these researches assume clear images as inputs [19,
20]. We explicitly want to use hazy images directly
of input, and obtain the 3D depth map that is clearly
encoded in the intensities based on Eq.(1).

Image to image translation encodes the relation-
ship between 2 groups, or domains, of images. The
learned transformation can then be used to transform
images from one domain to another. Deep learning
architectures can be used to learn this transforma-
tion, enabling us to model 3D depth estimation as
an image to image translation problem from hazy
images to their corresponding depth map.

3.2.1. Conditional Generative Adversarial
Networks. The largest drawback of deep networks
is the large amount of training data necessary
to reach a stable state. Thus, a semi-supervised
approach such as a Generative Adversarial Network
(GAN) [21] is advantageous since it requires less
data. A GAN framework involves both a generative
and a discriminative network. The generator is
trained to generate realistic reconstructions of the
targets. Meanwhile, the discriminator is tasked to
differentiate the generated reconstructions (fake
images) from the ground truth (real images) [21].
Due to this adversarial process between the
generator and discriminator, a GAN is capable of
generating a final output which is a good visual
reproduction of the target.

Pix2pix is a Conditional Generative Adversarial
Network (cGAN) network for image to image trans-
lation, which can produce a distinct crisp output that
reproduces the target well visually [22]. Pix2pix is
particularly appropriate for image to image transla-
tion tasks. For general image to image translation
tasks in computer vision, the high level goal is to
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obtain a good reconstruction that is indistinguishable
from the reality [22]. This means that the resulting
reconstruction might not have the minimum error,
although it is visually similar. The general frame-
work of the cGAN model used by Pix2pix is shown
in Fig. 6.

Figure 6. The cGAN framework of Pix2pix [22]

3.2.2. 2-Phase Depth Estimation of Hazy Images.
To obtain the best possible depth map estimation
from hazy images, we use a 2-phase training ap-
proach [23]. Pix2pix is proven to be very powerful
in image to image translation tasks, giving a good
visual reconstruction of targets [22]. However, for
image to depth tasks, accuracy is also important to
estimate an explicit dense depth map of scenes. This
error minimization may be better achieved using a
more basic fully convolutional architecture for image
to image translation, such as U-Net [24]. U-Net
takes an input image into a series of convolutions to
encode the image, followed by a series of transpose
convolutions to decode the image back to the initial
resolution. It also employs skip connections to by-
pass information directly from encoders to decoders
on the same scale space. As with other fully convo-
lutional models, U-Net is able to obtain an output
with a minimized error.

The 2-phase training approach attempts to ex-
ploit both the U-Net and Pix2pix concepts to their
advantage. In Phase 1, a U-Net architecture is

trained as the generator within the cGAN framework
of Pix2pix. Since it is semi-supervised, a smaller
training set is sufficient at this stage of training. The
final output of the trained network in Phase 1 is
a visually similar depth map. Since this output is
unlikely to have the lowest possible error, further
training is necessary. In Phase 2, the saved pre-
trained weights of the generative U-Net model from
Phase 1 is used to initialize an independent U-Net
architecture. This U-Net architecture is then trained
independently to further minimize the reconstruction
error of the output. At the end of Phase 2, the initial
visually similar depth map will have been refined
to minimize error. Thus, the final model should be
able to reconstruct a estimated depth map that is
both visually similar and accurate [23]. The 2-phase
training approach is shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 7. 2-Phase training for depth estimation [23]

3.3. The Special Case of Underwater Images

Underwater images are captured in underwater
conditions such as through underwater photogra-
phy or during search-and-rescue with underwater
autonomous vehicles. The water surrounding the
scenes in underwater environments also scatter and
absorb lights, classifying those conditions as scatter-
ing media as well. Similar to their hazy counterparts,
underwater images will also suffer from low image
quality [6, 7]. It is necessary to distinguish under-
water images compared to hazy images, due to the
different hues of their scattering effects. While the
scattering effects in hazy images usually are whitish,
they appear as a blue-green hue in underwater im-
ages. This results in an additional effect of color
distortion in underwater images.
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As shown in Eq.(2), the transmission is a func-
tion of the scattering coefficient β. This coefficient
is wavelength dependent. This spectral difference
property is not very obvious in hazy images, thus it is
often disregarded. Meanwhile, in underwater images
the spectral differences are much more prominent,
which is what causes blue-green veiling effect. The
exact scattering properties of water varies depending
on the mineral content, biodiversity, temperature,
and other variables [25]. Thus, underwater images
have a large variety of appearances and hues such
as shown in Fig. 11a.

Due to the different appearances of underwater
images, the airlight in an underwater image will also
vary greatly. Note that the term airlight is used to re-
fer to the ambient light for both hazy and underwater
images. Due to this distinction, underwater images
can not be treated similarly to their hazy counterparts
and will be discussed separately in this paper.

It is not possible to use the same approaches
for hazy images on their underwater counterparts.
Drews, et al. [26] proposed the Underwater Dark
Channel Prior (UDCP) is a modification of DCP
for underwater images. Recall that underwater im-
ages are different than hazy images especially in
their hue. Due to the wavelength dependency of the
scattering coefficient in underwater scenes, under-
water images will have diminished information in
the R channel. While the dark pixel concept of DCP
still holds, is only valid for the G and B channels,
but not applicable to the R channel. For any clear
image J , we can compute UDCP as follows:

JUDCP (x) = min
s∈{G,B}

(
min
y∈Ω(x)

(
Js(y)

))
(6)

Galdran, et al. [27] proposed the Red Channel
Prior (RCP) specifically to handle underwater im-
ages. The RCP handles the diminished R channel by
taking its reciprocal channel 1−R instead. Thus, in
patches of non-water regions of natural underwater
images, the dark pixels can be found in at least 1
image channel 1−R, G, or B. For any clear image
J , we can compute RCP as follows:

JRCP (x) = min
s∈{1−R,G,B}

(
min
y∈Ω(x)

(
Js(y)

))
(7)

Using the same derivation steps as in Eq.(4)
and(5), it is possible to estimate transmission of
underwater images using UDCP and RCP following
Eq.(8) and (9).

t̂UDCP = 1− min
s∈{G,B}

(
min
y∈Ω(x)

(Is(y)

As
))

(8)

t̂RCP = 1− min
s∈{(1−R)G,B}

(
min
y∈Ω(x)

(Is(y)

As
))

(9)

4. Experiments

This section will demonstrate the extraction of
potential information from scattering media images
as described in Section 3. The information that will
extracted and demonstrated here will start from the
airlight, transmission (Section 3.1) and explicit depth
maps (Section 3.2). Lastly, we will present some
additional experiments that attempt to handle under-
water images despite the wavelength dependency as
discussed in Section 3.3.

4.1. Dataset

To conduct our experiments, we use 2 types of
hazy image data, e.g. simulated hazy images and
real hazy images. Real natural hazy images do not
usually come with the corresponding ground truth
information of depth. The creation of a real hazy
image and depth dataset is largely attributed to the
physical limitations of capturing depth data in hazy
conditions. Some well-known tools to record depth
have limitations of maximum depth and hardware
constraints in environments in which microparticles
are present. Thus, we use a simulated hazy dataset
and a real hazy dataset to demonstrate the methods
described in Section 3.1 and 3.2.

4.1.1. Simulated Hazy Dataset. To demonstrate
accuracy and reliability of the extracted information
as discussed in Section 3, we need to evaluate the
results based on ground truth distance information.
Thus, we first use a simulated dataset of hazy images
from which the ground truth distance is available.
We utilize the NYU depth dataset [28] which pro-
vides a dataset of real images and their correspond-
ing pixelwise depth maps. Due to equipment limita-
tions, the NYU depth dataset consists of images and
depth maps captured indoors, as shown in Fig. 8a
and 8b. Then, using the image formation model in
scattering media in Eq.(1), we generate simulated
hazy images such as that shown in Fig. 8c.

From the full set of of NYU images, we man-
ually select scenes that have a variety of depths
instead of a constant depth throughout the image.
Since the NYU dataset consists of indoor images,
we also remove scenes that include windows and/or
additional light sources, in order to adhere to the
assumption of a single light source in Eq.(1). The
simulated images are generated with various values
of airlight A ∈ [0.7, 1] and scattering coefficient
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 8. Original image (a), depth map (b), and Simu-
lated hazy image (c) from the NYU Dataset [28].

β ∈ {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4} [23, 29]. We obtain 700
simulated hazy scenes such as shown in Fig. 8c.

4.1.2. Real Hazy Dataset. To further analyze the
methods discussed in Section 3, we then attempt
to extract depth information from real hazy images.
In this part we use the O-Haze dataset [30], which
consists of 45 different hazy outdoor scenes and their
corresponding haze-free images. The hazy images
are captured with generated haze from 2 profes-
sional fog machines during overcast and non-windy
conditions. Samples of images from the O-Haze
dataset [30] are shown in Fig. 10a. The distance
information of the scene is not available in this
dataset.

4.2. Transmission Estimation

In this section, we will demonstrate the estima-
tion of relative depth in the form of transmission.
In the first part, we use DCP as described in Sec-
tion 3.1 and the image to image translation concepts
introduced in Section 3.2 on the simulated hazy
dataset. The simulated dataset is used here because
the ground truth transmission is available, enabling
us to compute accuracy. The detailed process of
transmission estimation is depicted in the upper sec-
tion of the flowchart shown in Fig. 4.

Eq.(5) requires the airlight A to compute trans-
mission. In the event that the airlight is unknown,
there are some methods that can be used. Recall that
JDCP as an indicator of depth, while airlight should
be found at the farthest location from the camera.
Thus, airlight can be found at the location with
the maximum value of JDCP . However, in scenes
where there are bright objects near to the camera,
the DCP alone is insufficient. Thus, additional cues
and computation may be necessary [12, 31]. In these
experiments, we assume that the airlight A is known,
so the transmission can be estimated using DCP
based on Eq.(5).

To evaulate the accuracy of estimation we use
three metrics, i.e the an mean absolute error (MAE)
and the structural similarity (SSIM). The MAE is
the pixelwise depth estimation error over the scene

(a) Simulated hazy images

(b) Ground Truth Transmission

(c) Estimated Transmission using DCP

(d) Ground Truth Depth Map

(e) Estimated Depth Map using Pix2pix

(f) Estimated Depth Map using 2-Phase Training

Figure 9. Estimated transmission and depth maps of
simulated hazy scenes.

expressed in meters. A lower value of MAE shows
a better estimate. The SSIM is a perceptual image
quality metric based on the human visual system
[32]. SSIM values range from -1 to 1, with a higher
value indicating better visual quality.

The transmission estimation is evaluated over the
test set of 50 images, with a SSIM of 0.411±0.101
and MAE of 1.004 ± 0.520. The results show that
DCP is not able to give an accurate estimate com-
pared to deep learning models. However, recall that
transmission is a relative depth cue. Thus, we do
not concern ourselves too much on the accuracy, as
long as it is able to give us a general 3D structure of
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the scene. This structure is visible in the estimated
transmission maps shown in Fig. 9c.

We also take the real hazy scenes from the O-
Haze dataset [30] and estimate transmission based
on DCP. The results are shown in Fig. 10b. These
real images do not have a known ground truth trans-
mission, thus we cannot compute accuracy. How-
ever, from a visual inspection, we can see that the
estimated transmission can give us a good general
idea about the 3D structure of the scene.

(a) Real hazy images

(b) Estimated Transmission using DCP

(c) Estimated Depth Map using Pix2pix

(d) Estimated Depth Map using 2-Phase Training

Figure 10. Estimated transmission and depth maps of real
hazy scenes.

4.3. Depth Map Estimation

In this section, we move on to estimate the dense
depth map of single hazy images. The depth map
represents an explicit 3D distance estimate of the
scene. As discussed, this ill-posed problem will be
solved using a deep learning approach. We compare
the performance of 3D distance estimation using the
2-phase training model described in Section 3.2.2
and Pix2pix. Once again, the simulated dataset is
used because of the availability of the corresponding
ground truth depth maps.

The 2-phase training network is trained with a
training set of 650 hazy image - depth pairs, with
the same number of image pairs as for estimating
transmission, e.g. 200 hazy-depth pairs for phase 1

and 450 pairs for phase 2. Once again we compare
the results of the 2-phase training approach with the
Pix2pix GAN framework alone. The Pix2pix GAN is
trained with all 650 training images in one go. Both
networks are trained using SGD with a learning rate
(LR) of 2 × 10−4 for 200 epochs. After training,
the depth estimation is conducted on a test set of 50
images. The evaluation of depth estimation is shown
in Table 1. For visual inspection, we also present the
estimated depth maps in Fig. 9e and 9f.

Table 1. Evaluation of Estimated Depth

Method SSIM MAE
d̂ Pix2pix [22] 0.321± 0.056 0.880± 0.339

d̂ 2-phase [23] 0.305± 0.057 0.860± 0.464

Finally, to visualize the depth estimation of real
images, we take hazy scenes from the O-Haze
dataset [30] and estimate their depth maps. Although
we cannot compute accuracy, we can see that the es-
timated depth is visually distinct and gives us the 3D
structure of the scene. The detailed estimation results
are shown in Fig. 10c and 10d. The results show that
the trained model is adapted to the training set used
to train it, and is poorly generalized for other hazy
images. However, considering the previous results
in Fig. 9, the deep image to image models show
the capacity of estimating depth if provided with
sufficient training data.

4.4. Challenging Underwater Images

In this section, we attempt to process underwater
images and show the possible 3D distance infor-
mation that can be obtained from them. We focus
on the relative depth only using the statistical priors
described in Section 3.3. We use the UDCP and RCP
to estimate transmission of the underwater scene,
and compare them to the DCP.The results displayed
in Fig. 11 show that the DCP in Fig. 11b is incapable
of handling the color scheme of underwater images.
Meanwhile, as shown in Fig. 11c UDCP gives a
better estimate, and RCP (Fig. 11d) gives an even
better relative depth estimate of the scene.

In this paper, we do not attempt to extract the
explicit depth map of underwater scenes due to the
unavailability of data. In order to train the depth
estimation models in Section 3.2, a good dataset of
underwater images and their corresponding ground
truth depths is crucial.
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(a) Underwater images

(b) Estimated Transmission using DCP

(c) Estimated Transmission using UDCP

(d) Estimated Transmission using RCP

Figure 11. Estimated transmission t̂ of underwater images.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have demonstrated the potential
distance information that can be extracted from a
single image captured in scattering media. Other
works usually perform dehazing, i.e. eliminating the
scattering effects to obtain a corresponding clear
image, from which further computer vision meth-
ods can be done to further extract information of
the scene. However, based on the image formation
model in scattering media environments, we propose
the idea that the scattering effects themselves con-
tain distance information of the scene. This paper
explores the possibility of exploiting the scattering
effects instead of removing them, and thus eliminat-
ing the dehazing process entirely.

Extracting distance information directly from
single images is very difficult due to various un-
known variables. In some applications, a relative
depth is sufficient for a rough understanding of the
objects and their positions relative to the camera.
This paper implements various methods to extract
relative and explicit depth, e.g. the Dark Channel
Prior for estimating transmission as relative depth
with an SSIM of 0.411 ± 0.101 and MAE of
1.004 ± 0.520, Pix2pix for explicit depth with an
SSIM of 0.321± 0.056 and MAE of 0.880± 0.339,
and the 2 phase training framework also for explicit

depth with an SSIM of 0.305 ± 0.057 and MAE
of 0.860 ± 0.464. These quantitative measures can
be computed on the synthetic image dataset which
includes known ground truth depths. We further
attempt to estimate depth using real hazy images,
but since they do not come with ground truth depth,
we are only able to provide a subjective analysis of
the images, which show a good visual estimate about
the 3D structure of the scene.

Although we were able to provide a systematic
review on the potential methods of 3D information
extraction in this paper, there are still a lot of
potential areas to build upon. The statistical priors
used have been studied to create generalizations
and improvements. Thus the estimation of individual
parameters such as airlight, can also be continuously
improved with the end goal of obtaining an even
better depth estimate.

In our experiments, we find that the lack of
data itself is a large issue. A realistic dataset with
known ground truth 3D information is quite difficult
to obtain. We have shown that the deep learning
models show promising results in estimating depth
maps of single hazy images through image to depth
translation architectures. However, these deep mod-
els require a large amount of training data to reach
stability, so a standardized dataset of image-depth
pairs is necessary to enable reliable direct depth
estimation using deep learning.

Finally, as an additional experiment, we attempt
to challenge underwater images in this paper. Un-
derwater images need to be treated differently from
their hazy counterparts due to the complexity of the
color transformation. We give a visual analysis on
the applications of the Underwater Dark Channel
Prior and the Red Channel Prior to estimate trans-
mission specifically for underwater images. Previous
research on hazy images has been quite extensive,
however that is not the case for underwater images.
Thus, there is a large potential for future work to be
extended to underwater images.
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